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About This Content

★What is Two Realm Pack?★

With this pack, you can sign a contract with all 'Champion' and 'Trooper' from both Creaea and Aillai, including those will be
added in the future updates. Plus, 'Champions' and 'Troopers' you signed through this pack can be used right out-of-the-box

regardless of your current Realm level. Consequently, you will get back all Blue & Red which you had spent to acquire Troopers
and Champions individually before you purchased this pack!

★Features★

 Provides access to every 'Champion' and 'Trooper' from both Creaea and Aillai.

 Access to 'Champion' and 'Trooper' which will be added in future updates will also be provided automatically.

 Every current 'Champions' and 'Troopers' can be used right out-of-the-box regardless of your current player level.

 Provide 8,000 Blue / Red
  (Aillai : 8,000 Blue / Creaea : 8,000 Red)
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 Get back all Blue and Red you had spent to acquire Troopers and Champions individually before you purchased this
pack.

 You can purchase this pack only once per account.
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Title: MINImax Tinyverse - Two Realms Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
O'olBlue Inc.
Publisher:
O'olBlue Inc.
Release Date: 27 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvdia GeForce GTX 8800

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Russian
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Looks good, but you get tired of it very fast. So it isnt worth all that money.. I don't see a reason for so many negative
evaluations. I like this game despite the fact that I prefer space games which are really 3 dimensional. It is not a big or fancy
game to be sure. But it has real physics and some building challenges including worrying about stability or your ship will shake
itself apart.

. This is a really nice add-on! The flight model is nice (still a bit optimistic) and unforgiving.

All essential systems are there and it's nice to look around and adjust the engines, propeller RPM, autopilot, etc.

It's not a complicated aircraft and it's easy to figured out what you need to do to fly it (I was in the air after 5 minutes looking at
the switches and gauges).

It worth it!!!. This is a terrible game. It has a poor interface and a crappy tutorial.. Adds some new(comparing to Shadow of
Mordor) orcs, NOT AT ALL WORTH $15, wait for a sale and get the whole dang game for 13 bucks.. This game had so much
potential, sadly the devs pretty much stopped working on it after they launched instead of possibly creating new maps, runes and
spells and even different game modes. Now that the game is free to play, it's definitely a good play with your friends every now
and then.
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Very interesting gameplay, good graphics and you can have fun with your friends. It is inexpensive and justifies its cost.. This
game has pixel graphics that aren't the best. The gameplay completely obliterates this minor drawback. Its the best tower
defense game I've ever played! Completely sucked in my attention like the game's blackhole trap.

The gradually increasing difficulty in the game is superb. I like how new dungeons unlock and may be too difficult to ace
initially. Doesn't get repetitive unless you want to replay a particular dungeon map. New mob types appear regularly. These keep
things challenging and fresh.

The loot which drops gives you many options. Some of the rarest can help a good amount. Many times I'll ponder if I should
concentrate on stacking particular effects or go with that really nice last drop.

The skill tree is also good for some thought. I went for maximising my experience income but this was a tough call. Delayed
reward?

Think the physics are a key feature of this game. Who would of thought that a pixel graphics game would make such a great use
of physics simulation. This game was well woth the money spent.. I downloaded the DLC, I own the game, and it didn't work, it
says I have to purchase it again! I just don't know what I did wrong!. I'll be honest, I'm sometimes a sucker for cute things. On
sale Where is my Heart? seemed like a fantastic purchase. It has a very pleasant and charming atmosphere with an adorable cast
of characters. Unfortunately, after nearly an hour the game exhausts all of its charm and is left witha very simple gameplay
mechanic that, when used in increasingly difficult puzzles with no new mechanics, makes the game increasingly bland and
frustrating.

However, it's adorable atmosphere and charm made the game worthwhile to me. I didn't enjoy it after some time but if you like
cute things and simple puzzle games then your mileage may very. A fun mix of CoD and CS:GO. Not as "exciting" as other
games but it still fun and 100% FREE.. this is surely the most innapropriate game for action lovers, but I liked it, I recommend
it to patient players (battles can be as long as 2 h ), i recommend buying the ironclads 2, it's better, but this game is ok, graphics
are not bad at all but the interface is not very beautiful
. Arcadecraft has a lot of potential to be a good fun game, but unfortunately a great idea with a poor execution. The idea of
having your own arcade is probably a fun idea for a lot of us that enjoy playing video games and this is supposed to provide a
good fun simulation of it.

Unlike another similar store simluation game, Recettear, Arcadecraft unfortunatly suffers from almost all aspect of what you
should NOT do in this type of game. The idea sounds simple, buy arcade cabinets, set a price and hope you will make a profit
from it. But in this game, it seems none of what you do matter and all it is becomes a repetitive dread of hitting spacebar, tab,
and enter.

Unlike Recettear, there is no point in choosing which cabinet to buy or to find an optimum price or placement of the machine,
despite what the game tells you that it does. All you need to do is to save up enough money to buy one of each cabinet, set it in
the store, and start smashing spacebar to collect money. Any price\/difficulty other than the default will result in an un-optimum
pay rates and it seems like cabinet placement gives little incentive\/consequence to how popular it will be.

Unless you are aiming for a high score to compare to other people, there is really no point or incentive to keep on playing the
game. If you can surive the first year with any profits, then you can't possibly lose the game if you just sell the old machine and
replace them with new machines. There isn't even any reason to decorate the store as it makes no impacts to the store's
popularity.

TL;DR, Arcadecraft is repetitive and boring, if you want a good store simluation game, go buy Recettear. Buy it. Do it. Do it,
now!. From what I've played of it so far, I can tell you that this game will suck away my life if I let it. The gameplay is fun and
you never find yourself in a dull state.
100% great value!
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